
RFC (radio control – R/C)

Sperry aerial torpedo (autonomous)

(autonomous)

1915

A T 

Kettering Bug 

c.



an explosion of new types in the last two decades

… but all military or experimental



PUTATIVE 
CIVIL APPLICATIONS:

Monitoring of national infrastructure

Weather reconnaissance

Geological survey and mapping

Traffic monitoring

Forest fire monitoring

Disaster monitoring

Environmental monitoring

Search and rescue

Temporary telecommunications services

“Access 5” 
US multi-federal-agency program

What is 
the 

holdup?

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



•

•

•

•

•

Economic constraints on civil applications

Illustrative experience at The Insitu Group 1992-
2005: why technically-promising applications have 
not gone forward

Obstacles presented by air regulation and ITAR

Required regulatory policy

OUTLINE

Flexrotor



www.willflyforfood.cc

70 hr/mo × $19/hr =
(useful supplement to a day job at Wal-Mart)

? eliminating the 
pilot does not 
save money!

The 
competition



CURRENT END-USER COST PER FLIGHT-HOUR

type US$/flt-hr
Skyhawk 100
Caravan 1 705
Bell 206 767
Citation V 2,100

Scaneagle >2,000
Predator > 10,000

no wonder only 
taxpayers are 

buying robotic-
aircraft time!

http://www.charterhub.com



speaking of 
taxpayers …

Why is this a bad idea?

a) because there is nothing 
to see

b) because if there were 
something to see, this 
would be a lousy way to 
see it



OBSERVATIONS ON ROBOTIC-AIRCRAFT ECONOMICS
FOR CIVIL APPLICATIONS

• Even with big cost reductions, direct competition with 
manned aircraft is a non-starter.

• Niche applications might be successful given favourable 
features:

big reductions in aircraft, start-up, and logistics costs

much improved reliability and ease-of-use

remote areas

scope for miniaturisation

parallel operations with multiple aircraft and high utilisation

• Small markets restrict capital pool
developers will be very lucky to attract even $10M in capital

small businesses rather than military/industrial behemoths

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø



EXAMPLES FROM INSITU 1992-2005

offshore weather reconnaissance

ship-based fish-finding

geomagnetic survey

applications which have 
been practical for years, 
but have yet to become 

viable businesses

Aerosonde

Seascan

Georanger

(aka )Scaneagle



weather reconnaissance



ATLANTIC OCEANNORTHAMERICA

ATLANTIC OCEANNORTH
AMERICA

EUROPE©

Gondola(24 sonde capacity)6 hoursbetweendrops

Zero-pressure
Balloon

Gondola
(24 sonde capacity)

6 hours
between
drops

OrbComm
LEO Satellite

Iridium 

LEO Satellite

Gondola

(20-40 sonde capacity) ~16km

50-100 mb

2004 Copyright University 
Corporation for Atmospheric Research

rocketsonde driftsonde

PROPOSALS FOR ECONOMICAL UPPER-AIR SOUNDING 
IN REMOTE AREAS

likely to be severalfold more 
expensive than balloon 

soundings from convenient 
land sites

(must be ~$200/sounding
to be viable)



much too 
expensive for 
wide-scale use

“HURRICANE HUNTERS”



3000 km
 still-

air radius

Aerosonde 
weather reconnaissance 

small size

long range/endurance

autonomy

“semi-disposability”

•

•

•

•



Silicon Valley 1992



AEROSONDE TRIALS 1995-2001



CYCLONE RECONNAISSANCE BY AEROSONDE

National Taiwan University
’01: initial flight into storm
’05: super-typhoon eye penetration

NASA/NOAA
’05: tropical-storm eye penetration
’07: penetration in boundary layer

“Unmanned flights at very low altitude … give us unique 
insights and continuous observations in a region of the 
storm where the ocean’s energy is directly transferred to 
the atmosphere just above.” 

- Joe Cione, lead scientist

•
•

•
•



super typhoon (1 Oct 2005) 

… into the eye and out again.

Longwang



so almost 20 years after the Aerosonde concept was proposed …

NOAA thinks 
that unmanned 
aircraft might 

have some 
application and 
warrant further 
investigation!



OPTIONS

For NOAA:

For industry:

1. Continue ad-hoc trials with aircraft of opportunity ( . costly 
military systems or marginally-developed quasi-prototypes)

2. Fund development of aircraft suited to routine service, and then 
fund operations year-to-year.

3. Make a long-term policy to buy observations according to an 
appropriate valuation algorithm, and let industry compete to 
supply them.

Expect no real progress; find something else to do (as Insitu did 
from 1999)

i.e

•



Ship-based video reconnaissance (1999) - A better business?



A two-minute taste of sea air



GeoRangerGeoRanger
another candidate application:

geomagnetic survey
Fugro Airborne Surveys, Ottawa



Magnetic Mapping 
(Gulf of St Lawrence, Sept 2005)

DISCONTIN
UED



applies to ALL robotic aircraft, 
regardless of application … 
and to a huge swath of US 

industry and academia



•

•

Access to export markets is 
blocked by ITAR

So how about domestic 
markets?

Not only do engineering and economics limit 
prospective civil markets to small niches, but …



6.2.

Civil UA operators should follow current airworthiness certification 
processes established by AIR in order to operate in the NAS.

6.3. Airworthiness Certification - General: UA must be shown to be airworthy to conduct
flight operations in the NAS.

6.3.1. Public applicants -

• a civil airworthiness certification from the FAA, or 
• a statement specifying that Department of Defense Handbook "Airworthiness 
Certification Criteria" (MIL-HDBK-5 16), as amended, was used to certify the aircraft, 
or
•

. The appropriate FAA offices must approve all COA applications in 
which the UA has neither a civil airworthiness certification from the FAA nor a 

statement specifying that MIL-HDBK-5 16 was used to certify the UA. 

submitting a COA application in this manner 

Civil

Public

COA applications: COA applications for civil UA operations will 
not be accepted.

COA applications must include one of the  
following:

specific information explaining how an airworthiness determination 
was made

Applicants
should anticipate a lengthy

processing time.

somewhat off-putting for an investor!

Then 
you 
have to 
face the 
FAA …



BETWEEN A ROCK AND A HARD PLACE

Access to export markets is 
blocked by ITAR

Access to US markets is 
blocked by the FAA

What is an US-based 
entrepreneur to do?

Not only do engineering and economics limit 
prospective civil markets to small niches, but …

•

•



funded entirely by 
private investors for 

private customers

SEASCAN

goodbye, civil 
applications …

SCANEAGLE



IT GETS WORSE …

Military forms the only US market of any size.

Militaries form the only export market which will 
accept ITAR costs and delays.

So ITAR, which is meant to curb arms trade, actually 

firms to become arms dealers

ITAR: A policy which simultaneously

stimulates non-US industry and 
academia to be self-sufficient
militarises US industry
undermines US technical 
competitiveness

•

•

forces !

•

•
•



1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND

The Joint JAA/EUROCONTROL initiative on UAVs (hereinafter addressed by “UAV 
Task-Force” or “UAV T-F”) was established in September 2002 on the basis of a joint 
decision of the JAA and EUROCONTROL governing bodies.      decision was taken in 
reaction to the growing European UAV Industry and their recognised need for the 
authorities to commence work leading to European regulations for civil Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicles (UAV). The nonexistence of such regulations is seen as a major 
obstacle for a further development of the European UAV applications.  



Great stuff Orv!
Now we need an 

FAA to set us 
free!

Will ! It works!

lack of regulation has not actually been a handicap, 
but too much regulation can be a barrier …



Air regulations seek safety for people
1. aboard the aircraft
2. aboard other aircraft
3. on the ground.

(1) mostly handles (2) and (3).   
But what if (1) doesn’t apply anymore?

? Manage risk rather than apply “one-size-fits-all” mandates
? Asses airworthiness and permit operations based on context

more reliability and 
certification required

REQUIRED REGULATORY PARADIGM



collision risk = crash rate × target density × size



CURRENT FAA INITIATIVE

except for being applicable only to
small aircraft (< ~25 kg)
visual range (< 1 km from operator)
daylight flying

convened ’08
reported ’09
NPRM ’11
SFAR ’12
FAR ??

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•



forbiddencostly

~ $$

location 
mandate

equipment, 
procedures, and 
size mandates

collision risk = crash rate × target density × size
FAA UAS rules should mandate a 

“bin/box” paradigm (in effect) mandates a 
line

point



Subpart E. Alternative Means of Compliance
Demonstration of Acceptable Level of Risk

A SMALL GLIMMER OF LIGHT

For this approach to become effective

recommendation would have to be accepted by FAA
stakeholders would have to put forward risk-estimation methods 

Any sUAS may be operated in such a manner that the 
associated risk of harm to persons and property not 
participating in the operation is expected to be less 
than acceptable threshold value(s) as specified by the 
Administrator. Estimates of risk of harm shall be 
made according to recognized consensus standards 
acceptable to the Administrator. Aircraft operated in 
compliance with this provision need not comply with 
the provisions of Subpart B.

•
•



SURFACE-COLLISION RISK EXAMPLE
hourly risk

mean flight-hr between crashes, 1/ c 100

impactor span , m 4

bystanders per sq km, 1/ 1

vertical aperture for serious injury , m 2

horizontal aperture for serious injury , m 0.3

collision descent angle , rad 0.1

injury risk per crash 8.6E-05

injury risk per UAS flight-hr × 8.6E-07

insurance liability per injury $1,000,000

insurance risk per UAS flight-hr $0.86

annual risk

number of robotic A/C per km2 1.3E+00

size of operating space, km2 7.9E-01

annual fleet flight-hr 10,000

mean crashes per year 100

injury risk per bystander-year 1.1E-02

mean collisions per year 9.E-03

annual insurance risk $8,600

Simple, practical 
algorithms for 
estimation of 
midair and 
surface-hazard 
risk could be 
defined, 
encapsulated by a 
web site, and 
used for self-
certification of 
any candidate op

f

ba

t

ht

bt

f



in the works …



OBJECTIONS AND COUNTER-ARGUMENTS

OBJECTION COUNTER-ARGUMENT

Risk-based method doesn’t 
fit an existing paradigm

A new paradigm is exactly what is needed; the existing 
paradigm is unsatisfactory

Too hard for developers 
and operators to use

Anyone who wants to fit into “bins and boxes” can do so.
Those who don’t will be  motivated to understand an risk-
based approach (which really isn’t very complicated).

Too hard for the FAA to 
enforce

Most aeronautics regulation works on more-or-less 
voluntary compliance anyway, as would proposed 
UAS rule.  If challenged, an operator would have to 
justify the data used in the risk-estimation process.

Alternative method of 
compliance is already 
available by waiver

An investor won’t buy a waiver; it isn’t a sound basis for 
a business or a market. 

ANY



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR US GOVERNMENT

Ø

Ø

Ø

For FAA (and academia)
embrace risk-based regulatory paradigm

For NOAA and other prospective non-military users
either fund required development or (preferably) be market-makers

For Departments of State, Commerce, and Defence
restrict ITAR scope to military systems only

and for prospective robotic-aircraft entrepreneurs 
and investors (unless you believe that the above 
might actually happen) …



LOOK TO WHERE SKIES ARE BLUE AND GRASS IS GREEN

It’s that pesky cost 
problem again

much more reasonable 
export licensing

much more flexible air 
regulators

So why have civil 
applications not taken off in 
these halcyon skies?

•

•



aircraft
18 kg 

ground station
1000+ kg

catapult
360 kg 

antenna
30 kg 

handling box
37 kg 

20 hr endurance with 1 kg 
payload, and unprecedented 
service in central Asia and at 
sea, but a lot of luggage for a 
little aircraft

Skyhook
1400 kg 

Scaneagle



Yamaha c. 1995

a rare commercial application – now discontinued?

R-Max
600,000 ha/year 

implies small market
(~100 A/C)



Small footprint might be achieved by VTOL –
but worthwhile only if the VTOL penalty is kept low.

“Tailsitter” 
layout has 
potential –
but not 
quite in this 
form



single low-disc-loading rotor 
with cyclic and collective

tip thrusters for anti-torque 
and roll control in hover

elaborate mechanical 
variable twist, with 

push/pull rotor

mechanical 
thruster 

drive

pilot
(face down)

a tailsitter idea from 
1946

no empennage

reduction drive



Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

fixed-wing tailsitter with large, 
geared-down tractor 
rotor/propellor

thrust-borne launch, with 
fuselage and rotor axis vertical

efficient wing-borne cruise

standard aerodynamic surfaces 
for control in wing-borne flight

rotor cyclic and wing-tip 
thrusters for control in thrust-
borne flight

capability for fully-automated 
turnaround using lightweight 
apparatus







for more information …

Tad McGeer. 
. Aerovel 

Corporation, March 2007. (9 pp)
www.aerovelco.com/papers/RoboticAircraftSafetyAndEconomy.pdf

Safety, economy, reliability, and 
regulatory policy for unmanned aircraft



Fir s t  At l a n t ic  C r o s s in g  by a n  Un man n e d  Air c r af t

2 0 -21  Au g us t 19 9 8  : 2 7  Hr  – 3 2 0 0  Km

4  kg  o f  Ga s o l in e

Th e  In s it u Gr o up /  U. o f  Wa s h in g t o n  /  ES &S  P t y Lt d
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